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This research established the youth entrepreneur satisfaction forming path and behavior intention model on the base of classical customer satisfaction index model, and took the 172 youth entrepreneurs as research object, who have been supported by China Youth Entrepreneurship Program (YBC) Mianyang Office since 2007. This study applies factor analysis and structural equation model to reveal the satisfaction formation mechanism which affects by the youth entrepreneurs expectations, guidance quality and guidance value perception, as well as the entrepreneurs’ subsequent behavior affected by the satisfaction. The results show that the mentor image has significantly positive effect on the youth entrepreneur expectation. The latter affects the satisfaction through the guidance quality perception to exert influence on the youth’s guidance value perception; youth entrepreneur expectation, guidance value perception and guidance quality perception have positive effects on satisfaction. As for the youth entrepreneurs’ behavioral intention, the youth’s satisfaction had significantly negative effects on their complaint and significantly positive effects on their loyalty. In addition, there were significantly negative effects between the youth entrepreneurs’ complaint and loyalty.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China (2014) reported that the entrepreneurship was the endogenous power for economic and social sustainable development, as well as the main source to create jobs, moreover the primal power for industrial upgrading and social transformation. In order to promote
entrepreneurship, especially the youth entrepreneurship, the 18th CPC Congress indicated that the Party should make more effort to support the young generation to start up their business.

The “Global Entrepreneurship Monitor China Report: business environment and policy”, which was released by the Entrepreneurship Research Center, Tsinghua University, reported that almost 40% Chinese possessed entrepreneurial skills and experiences, but the entrepreneurial environment in China, including the aspects of financial support, government policies, government programs, education and training, research and technology transfer, ranked No. 36 among 69 participation in Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, well below the United States, Singapore, Switzerland, Finland and other countries in the top of the rank. Thereinto, entrepreneurship education and training is an extremely weak sector.

Viewing the experience of entrepreneurship promotion all over the world, entrepreneurship mentor is a kind of commonly used approach in the entrepreneurship promotion program to support the novice entrepreneurs in the years following the starting of their business by pairing up a novice entrepreneur with an experienced entrepreneur, who provides advice, know-how and even various resource to help the novice avoid costly or even fatal mistakes (Sullivan 2000). For example, the American SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) program, which is sponsored by Small Business Administration (SBA) in the seventies, has established a giant volunteer mentors network with over 12,000 mentors and has already supported more than eight million small business managers. Other similar initiatives, such as the Business Link in England, the Mentor Eget Företag program in Sweden, the France Initiative and the Canada Fondation de l’entrepreneurship network, all have contributed to upgrade the survival rate of the start-up business by the guidance service of the mentors.

Some studies suggest that entrepreneurship mentors possess abundant experience, knowledge and resource of starting-up business (Xinhua 2012; Baron et al. 2009). In addition, Shieh (2014) indicated entrepreneurship has important knowledge for business restarts of micro and small enterprises which is a key factor in economic development promotion. The youth entrepreneurs may benefit from many types of different outcome, including cognitive learning (Cui and Zhang 2013; Ying and Ma 2011; Bisk 2002), affective support (Li and Lu 2010; Guidance … 2013; Zhang and Huang 2013), policy-making consulting (Liu et al. 2013; Zhe and Luo 2013; Cull 2006), new contact network (Li and Qin 2014), leadership learning (Ozgen and Baron 2007; Chang and Polonsky 2012) and sales and profit improvement (Chen et al. 2014), even the satisfaction being entrepreneurs. St-Jean’s further research (2012) explored and validated the psychological functions (reflector, reassurance, motivation and confidant), four
entrepreneurial career-related functions (integration, information support, con-frontation and guide) and a role model function of the mentors.

Although outcomes for the novice entrepreneur and function of the mentors are better known, the process of entrepreneurship mentorship are practically unknown so far. Especially the research of entrepreneurship mentorship is scarce in China’s context. In the mentorship process, have the mentors played effective function? Has the youth entrepreneur expectation been satisfied? What are the influence factors of the youth entrepreneur satisfaction? All these questions have not been answered yet. Therefore, the present study attempted to answer these questions by an exploratory analysis and confirmatory study of youth entrepreneur satisfaction and their behavior intention. A “bottom-up” entrepreneurial mentoring performance feedback system will be built in order to analyze the precise relations among related factors. The results are expected to have theoretical reference value and practical significance for entrepreneurship promotion agencies to improve service quality and entrepreneurial guidance mode, and enhance mentors’ guidance level.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Customer satisfaction index (CSI)

The concept of youth entrepreneur satisfaction (YES) index in this research derived from the concept of customer satisfaction index (CSI). Denstadli and Jacobsen (2011) concluded that customer satisfaction was a state of mind, which was formed by consumers’ expectations in line with the consumers’ experience; Ferguson et al. (2010) demonstrated that customers’ satisfaction was based on customers’ past experience to measure the products and services and finally formed an overall evaluation on consumption experience. Terblanche (2013) also stated that satisfaction has the strongest relationship with customer experiences. Ferguson et al. (2010) considered that customers’ satisfaction resulted from the customers’ purchase and the result of use of the service, when the customers recognized more of the service, they would be more satisfied, whereas they were not satisfied.

Han et al. (2011) argued that CSI was overall subjective emotion and rational state of consciousness which was originated from the evaluation process after buying a product or service. He et al. (2012) considered the CSI can be analyzed from two aspects: (1) to understand customers’ satisfaction level with products and services provided; (2) to understand customers’ perception and assessment to overall organization. Lee and Shen (2013) took customer’ satisfaction as the key
for quality improvement, and insisted on the factors in customers including (2) the quality of the service structure, such as the cleanliness of facilities, convenience of traffic facilities, qualities of the servant and the care degree for customers’ benefits; (3) the quality of service outcome – the overall awareness for service.

2.2. Theoretical model and hypothesis

Hu et al. (2014) argued that the core of the CSI is based on comparable evaluation of the gap between the expectation to the products before the activity of purchase and the perception after consumption. The core essence of satisfaction degree is a kind of evaluation based on comparison. In terms of the youth entrepreneur satisfaction, it is the gap between expectation and perception of entrepreneur mentor’s service which can reflect the youth entrepreneurs’ emotion after the mentor’s service. For the YES index, international and domestic academics mainly focus on two points, one is the influential factors of YES; the other is the consequent factors of the YES, namely the relationship between YES and its behavior intention.

Jin et al. (2012) found that the youth protégé’s satisfaction is mainly influenced by the youth protégé’s expectations, the quality of the mentor’s guidance (Kenny 2010; Marques and Brandão 2010), such as the mentor’s competence (Li et al., 2010), and the mentor’s personality (Mazaheri et al. 2010), the youth’s perception of the guidance (Wang et al. 2010) and the matched pair between mentor and protégé (Wang et al. 2010; St-Jean and Audet 2013). For the research of satisfaction consequences, the relationship between satisfaction and loyalty generally is divided into two types: one is represented by Kenny (2010), who considered that satisfaction leads to more loyalty; the other is represented by Chang and Polonsky (2012), who argued that satisfaction might not lead to loyalty; Brown and Mazzarol (2009) regarded that customers satisfaction affected their complaint degree negatively; while an empirical study from Wu (2013) also found that customer satisfaction has significantly negative effect on customer complaints.

Using the scientific literature on mentorship for reference, this paper established a model for the YES and their behavioral intention based on the Swedish customer satisfaction index model (SCSB), the American customer satisfaction index model (ACSI) and the European customer satisfaction index model (ECSI) (as Figure 1 shows), which mainly consists of seven latent variables, including mentor image, youth entrepreneur expectation, guidance quality perception, guidance value perception, YES, youth entrepreneur complaints and youth entrepreneur loyalty. Among them, the youth entrepreneur expectation, guidance quality perception and guidance value perception are causal variables of YES, the
youth entrepreneur complaint and loyalty are outcome variables of satisfaction, causal variables affect the outcome variables comprehensively. According to the causal relations among these structure variables, this research proposed the following hypothesis:

H1: Mentor image has significant positive effect on youth entrepreneur expectation;
H2: Youth entrepreneur expectation has significant positive effect on guidance quality perception;
H3: Guidance quality perception has significant positive effect on guidance value perception;
H4: Youth entrepreneur expectation has significant positive effect on guidance value perception;
H5: Youth entrepreneur expectation has significant positive effect on youth entrepreneur satisfaction;
H6: Guidance quality perception has significant positive effect on youth entrepreneur satisfaction;
H7: Guidance value perception has significant positive effect on youth entrepreneurship satisfaction;
H8: Youth entrepreneur satisfaction has significant positive effect on youth entrepreneur complaints;
H9: Youth entrepreneur satisfaction has significant positive effect on youth entrepreneurs loyalty;
H10: Youth entrepreneur complaints have significant positive effect on youth entrepreneur loyalty.
3. SAMPLES AND RESEARCH METHODS

3.1. Operation definition

(1) Mentor’s image
The mentor’s image, consisting of the outer image and personal characteristics, is the youth entrepreneur’s first impression of the mentor’s guidance idea, behavior, status, and achievement before their mentor–protégé relation is formally established no matter the mentor was allocated by the organization or selected by the youth himself/herself. Mentor image reflects the mentor’s quality performance holistically and systematically (St-Jean and Audet 2013). Specifically, mentor’s image can be measured by his/her overall image, moral character and work ethic (Li et al. 2010). The youth’s impression of the mentor’s image will not only directly affect youth’s choice, but also affect the expectation indirectly, thereby affect their judgment of guidance service.

(2) Young entrepreneur expectation
As the Clayton Alderfer’s ERG theory mentioned, all human being has the requirement of existence, relationship and growth development. When their lower level needs are achieved, they would pursuit higher level requirement. Likewise, youth entrepreneurs have different expectation on the mentors’ guidance in different entrepreneurial stages. In the start-up stage, they are more eager to obtain basic material survival skills, yet in the later stage they might desire deeper knowledge and skill of growth and development with the help of mentors.

Therefore, this paper referred to the three dimensions of Wang and Luo’s research (2013) and used the Likert 5 scale to measure the youth entrepreneur expectation. Among them, obtaining basic knowledge of entrepreneurship, improving project management ability, finding out the existing problems, obtaining supervision and guidance stand for the survival safety expectations; caring for each other, becoming friends and intimate trust relationship represent the interpersonal expectation; spreading popularity, expanding customer circle, developing projects and achieving investment opportunities represent growth expectations.

(3) Guidance quality perception
Guidance quality perception is the quality evaluation of the mentor’s guidance service after the youth entrepreneur received the guidance service. In terms of the mentor guidance quality factors, this research adopted 12 measurement variables based on Li et al.’s research (2010) about the mentor’s competency which includes mentor character, guidance ability, guidance skill and service skill, among which, mentor character was measured by resource provision, difficulty resolve
and psychological support. Guidance skills include entrepreneurial knowledge, entrepreneurial management skill and entrepreneurial guidance experience (Denstadli and Jacobsen 2011); service skill includes active care, personal demonstration, communication skills, influence ability and presentation skills (Deakins et al. 1998; Gravells 2006; Güntert et al. 2014).

(4) Guidance value perception
Li and Qin (2014) considered that guidance value perception was a kind of overall evaluation to mentors’ guidance utility. This research quoted the dimensions and items from Hu et al. (2014), which includes the entrepreneurial ability promotion and business project appreciation.

(5) Youth entrepreneur satisfaction
Scholars believed that satisfaction is formed through a two-phase process. Customers will have some expectation for the performance before receiving the service. The gap, namely “inconsistent” will appear when they compare the expectation with the practical performance after their consumption activity. This study cited the three dimensions to measure satisfaction from Cui and Zhang (2013). One is the satisfaction feedback of the youth entrepreneur to the mentors’ guidance service holistically; the second is the comparison between the expectation and the actual performance; the last is the comparison between the ideal situation and actual performance.

(6) Youth entrepreneurship complaints
Liu and Chen (2013) proposed two kinds of observation methods for the youth entrepreneurs’ complaints: the formal one is that the youth complain to the mentors and ask to improve; the informal one is that they propagandize everywhere and form the word of mouth of their mentor in the masses.

(7) Youth entrepreneur loyalty
Jin et al. (2012) mainly divided loyalty degree into two categories: one is that loyalty is a type of attitude, some kind of feeling about individuals’ respect to the service; the other is that loyalty is a type of behavior, which is about that the individual are willing to choose the service repetitively. Therefore, youth entrepreneur loyalty can be reflected from two aspects, the youth has the intention to recommend his/her mentors to others, or choose his/her mentors repeatedly.
3.2. The sample

Youth entrepreneur satisfaction was explored in 2012 and 2013 through mentor and youth entrepreneur discussion groups. In December 2012, data was collected during discussion groups organized to evaluate the YBC mentoring program. The office organized 20 novice entrepreneurs participated to discuss what kind of support they anticipate to obtain from the mentors. Then, a deep discussion group, for a total of 10 mentees was set up: participants were randomly selected from a list of over 120 entrepreneurship mentoring program participants. During the meeting, participants were asked to discuss how they are satisfied with their mentor throughout their relationship. Also, a mentor discussion group which included 6 participants was organized to focus on how they deal with the difficulties the youth entrepreneurs happened. The questionnaire was designed based on the theoretical study and discussion in 2012. Then, the pilot survey was implemented in July 2013, 20 youth entrepreneurs were selected randomly to complete the questionnaire and then the questionnaire was revised and improved according to the analysis result of the pilot survey. From December 2013 to July 2014, the questionnaires were sent to all the participants all over Mianyang area; 134 questionnaires were asked to complete face to face, the other 38 questionnaires were sent by e-mail to the interviewees who can not attend the face to face interview due to various reasons. In all, out of 172 persons, 160 completed the questionnaires which represents a response rate of 93%, and, deleting the questionnaires with errors or uncompleted or inconsistent, finally 152 valid questionnaires were collected.

4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

4.1. Factor analysis

SPSS19.0 was used to conduct exploratory factor analysis. KMO and Bartlett Test of Sphericity for all observation items of the seven latent variables were conducted before the factor analysis. The results showed that KMO value was 0.813 and the significant value of Bartlett test was 0.000. In addition, the questionnaire already has high content validity by the test and correction after case interview and pilot survey. The structure validity was amended by principal component analysis (PCA). The load coefficient of normalization factor is around 0.718 to 0.956, greater than 0.5, which meant that each observation variable could explain the latent variables reliably. Therefore, the model is judged quite acceptable and no modifications were required.
Analysis of the Cronbach’s alpha revealed a result of 0.917, which indicated that the questionnaires were holistic reliable. And analysis of Cronbach’s alpha of each latent variable, each of them is between 0.826 and 0.920, which meant that the questionnaire’s contents were reasonable and all constructs are still strongly corrected.

4.2. Structural equation model test

(1) Model fitting inspection and correction

The goodness-of-fit of structural equation model mainly is reflected through relative chi-square (CMIN/DF), RMSEA, root mean square residual (RMR), goodness-of-fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), standard fitting index (NFI), non-standard fitting index (TLI). From the result of revised model (Table 1), all evaluation indicators are in the range of recommended values, which means that goodness-of-fit is reliable, and path analysis can be performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CMIN/DF</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>RMR</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>NFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correction model</td>
<td>1.402</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Youth entrepreneur satisfaction formation

Model tested (Table 2 and Figure 2) suggested that mentor image has significantly positive influence on youth entrepreneur expectations (P < 0.01), and the standard path coefficient is 0.162, H1 is valid. Youth entrepreneur expectation has significantly positive influence on guidance quality perception (P < 0.01), and the path coefficient is 0.337, which indicates that H2 is correct guidance quality perception has significantly positive influence on guidance value perception (P < 0.01), and the path coefficient is 0.508, which indicates that H3 is correct. Youth entrepreneur expectations have significantly positive influence on guidance value perception (P < 0.01), and the path coefficient is 0.0237, H4 is correct. Guidance quality perception has significantly positive influence on youth entrepreneur satisfaction (P < 0.01) and the influence coefficient is 0.876, which explains that the youth’s practical performance can also affect their satisfaction, it means that H5 is proved. Guidance value perception has significantly positive influence on youth entrepreneur satisfaction (P < 0.01), and the path coefficient is 0.364, indicating that the higher guidance value perception, the higher youth entrepreneurship satisfaction; the result supports H6.
In addition, mentor image does not have significant effect on youth entrepreneur satisfaction (path coefficient equals 0.121, P = 0.086 > 0.01), which means that H7 is invalid.

(3) Young entrepreneur behavior intention

Table 2 and Figure 2 show that the youth entrepreneur satisfaction has significantly negative influence on youth entrepreneurship complaints (P < 0.01), and the influence coefficient is −0.703, supporting H8; youth entrepreneur satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model path coefficient and significance test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youth entrepreneur expectation --- Mentor image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance quality perception --- Youth entrepreneur expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance value perception --- Guidance quality perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance value perception --- Youth entrepreneur expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth entrepreneur satisfaction --- Youth entrepreneur expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth entrepreneur satisfaction --- Guidance quality perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth entrepreneur satisfaction --- Guidance value perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth entrepreneur satisfaction --- Youth entrepreneur satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth entrepreneur loyalty --- Youth entrepreneur satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth entrepreneur loyalty --- Youth entrepreneur complaint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** means significantly at P < 0.001 level
Figure 2. The correction model of satisfaction formation and behavior intention.
has significant positive influence on youth entrepreneurship loyalty (P < 0.01) and the influence coefficient is 0.697, supporting H9; In addition, youth entrepreneurship complaints have significant negative effects on youth entrepreneurship loyalty (P < 0.01) and the influence coefficient is -0.435, supporting H10.

5. CONCLUSION

The analysis described above explored the youth’s expectation, perception, and satisfaction to their mentors, as well as the correlations among satisfaction, complaints and loyalty by the methods of factor analysis and structural equation model on the basis of young entrepreneur satisfaction formation path and behavior intention model. The results show:

(1) The formation of youth entrepreneur satisfaction was affected by mentor image, youth entrepreneur expectations, guidance quality perception and guidance value perception. Mentor image affects the youth entrepreneur expectations, youth entrepreneur expectations have an effect on the satisfaction through the guidance value perception influenced by the guidance quality perception generally. Besides, youth entrepreneur expectations had significant positive effect on guidance value perception, so did guidance value perception to the youth entrepreneur satisfaction. Mentor image does not have significant effect on youth entrepreneurship satisfaction, the influence coefficient was –0.121, which could not pass the path test. From the path coefficient, guidance value perception exerted the greatest impact on youth entrepreneur satisfaction, which fully showed the mentor’s personal traits, guiding ability and service skills played the most important role in the formation of youth entrepreneur satisfaction.

(2) Complaints and loyalty are different attitude and behavior for young entrepreneurs in different satisfaction degree, which is considered as the result effect of the youth entrepreneur satisfaction. In this study, youth entrepreneur satisfaction has significant negative influence on youth entrepreneur complaints, but it has remarkable positive influence on youth entrepreneur loyalty; youth entrepreneur complaint has a significant negative relationship with youth entrepreneur loyalty. Therefore, if the organizations want to increase youth’s loyalty and reduce the complaints, the entrepreneurial guidance satisfaction should be advanced.

(3) Not only the youth’s practical expectation can be explored, but also the youth’s feedback on mentor’s guidance quality perception can be revealed from the formation of youth entrepreneur satisfaction. Therefore, if the mentors want to guide perfectly, they should offer appropriate service to meet the youth’s needs and constantly adjust guidance service skills according to the practical situation.
6. IMPLICATION

According to this research, guidance quality perception has significant impact on guidance value perception, and its path coefficient is 0.508, which has the largest influence on youth entrepreneur satisfaction. Therefore, for improving the quality of entrepreneurship guidance, this study put forward the following suggestions:

(1) A set of thorough entrepreneurship education and training program (EETP) is necessary for the youth entrepreneur cultivation. More appropriate EETP could be inclined to providing youth entrepreneurs according to their needs if young entrepreneurs’ attributes, including their personal traits (e.g., thinking style, openness to experience, innovative behavior) and the relationship with their job specifications are well known before the implementation of EETP. To do so, entrepreneurial guidance quality perception might be upgraded through more suitable EETP.

(2) Universities should promote the construction and development of youth entrepreneur mentor system actively. It is necessary to employ entrepreneurs, successful founders, experts and scholars as part-time mentors to undertake the teaching task and lectures; to guide the professional teachers, careers teachers, carry out innovative entrepreneurship education theory and case study actively; to enhance the consciousness and ability of innovation and entrepreneurship education for the teachers who are engaged in professional education and careers guidance education, facilitate these teachers to join the field practice in enterprises, furthermore, universities should provide some preferential policies in the field of teaching evaluation, professional title evaluation, training, financial support and so on to establish a professional and part-time high-qualified innovative entrepreneurship education teachers team, then advance the holistic entrepreneurial guidance quality perception.

(3) For the sake of building a comprehensive entrepreneurship guidance service system, a “national youth entrepreneurship development center” should be established to promote the further collaborative innovation between the government and enterprises. On the one hand, entrepreneurial guidance service theory research should be strengthened, especially the top-level design of entrepreneurial guidance service system and the overall propulsion research; on the other hand, entrepreneurship research and research achievements transformation should be vigorously promoted, the would-be “national youth entrepreneurship development center” should focus on developing series product and service project, such as incubation, information consulting, training, fund support, financing credit, legal aid, financial support, academic conference to provide better service for the youth, the enterprise and the society, to do so to promote youth’s perception of entrepreneurship guidance.
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